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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we develop a test for the affiliation (Milgrom and Weber, 1982, MW) of the elements

of observable vector–valued independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) draws ξ1, ξ2, . . . ∈ <d

from a joint distribution F. Affiliation is a strong form of positive dependence with independence as

a knife–edge case. We delay a formal definition of the notion of affiliation until the next section and

for now focus on the properties of the test and its implications for the auctions literature.

Our test is consistent in the sense that it rejects any departure from the null hypothesis of affiliation

with probability approaching one as the sample size n tends to infinity. It is nonparametric because

it does not require parametric assumptions on the form of F. Indeed, it can be used for virtually any

distribution F. In particular, the elements of ξ1 can be any combination of continuous, discrete, or

mixed variables. So provided that n is sufficiently large, the test proposed in this paper rejects at

no more than (approximately) the specified significance level if the elements of ξ1 are affiliated and

with near certainty if they are not affiliated.

Our test is a general test of affiliation, which does not require any assumptions on the model

structure. However, it should be emphasized that the relevance of the test must be understood

within the context of a particular model, i.e. conditional on a set of maintained assumptions inherent

in the model. This issue will be discussed in more detail later.

The proposed test is nonparametric and is based on the integration of (weighted) differences

of products of indicator functions. The test requires the choice of a sample–size–dependent input

parameter βn. Although it is possible to construct a test without using an input parameter, we

introduce βn to achieve an asymptotically pivotal (standard normal) null distribution. Having a

pivotal null distribution is helpful because it makes inference easier and it opens up the possibility

of asymptotic refinements via the bootstrap.1 We provide an informal argument on how to choose βn.

Simulation results show that the size of the test is relatively flat over a large range of βn, but that the

power drops off significantly if βn is chosen too large. Other simulation results are encouraging for

the performance of our test.

There are other ways of testing for affiliation. However, ours is the only nonparametric test on

observables which is consistent when at least one of the variables is continuous. If all variables to be

tested are discrete, then a method like Roosen and Hennessy (2004) or de Castro and Paarsch (2008)

1With asymptotic refinements the actual probability of rejection under the null hypothesis converges faster to the significance
level than without.
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can be used. Li and Zhang’s (2008) test of affiliation is parametric and framed in the context of a

specific entry model and is hence in a class of its own.2

We now discuss the relevance of our test for empirical studies of auctions of single indivisible units.

The primitives of the model consist of L, the number of potential bidders, F, the joint distribution of

the bidders’ private (one–dimensional) signals, and (if present) a payoff–relevant variable that is

common to every bidder. Bidders behave non–cooperatively and are assumed to be risk–neutral. The

structural (econometric) exercise consists of estimating F on the basis of the bid data. Identification

and estimation of F depends critically on the existence of a monotone pure strategy equilibrium. MW

have shown that such an equilibrium exists in a symmetric environment if the private signals (and

common value) are affiliated. Recently, Reny and Zamir (2004) extend their result to asymmetric

environments, albeit only for first price auctions.

If bids are monotonic functions of signals then affiliation of signals implies affiliation of bids.

A rejection of the test of affiliation of bids constitutes a rejection of the model. Signals may not be

affiliated, in which case equilibrium bid functions may not be monotonic, or bidders may not be

bidding competitively. In either case, estimating F from data on bids under the assumption that

bidders are playing best replies against the empirical distribution of rival bids is called into question.

What to do next is not clear. There is some work by de Castro (2007) and Monteiro and Moreira

(2006) that investigates the existence of monotone bid functions in specific auction environments

where signals are not affiliated.

In practice one observes data from a sequence of possibly heterogeneous auctions. Even if

signals (and hence bids) are affiliated conditional on such heterogeneity, they may not be affiliated

unconditionally. In other words, it is possible that signals are affiliated for each auction, but that

such affiliation disappears upon aggregation across auctions.3 It is likewise not necessary for signals

to be affiliated conditional on heterogeneity in order for affiliation to hold unconditionally. In

applications, it is therefore advisable to correct for any such heterogeneity before applying our test,

e.g. by conditioning on covariates.

There are instances in which not all bids are observed for each auction. To test the affiliation

of bids one clearly needs to observe at least two bids per auction. In principle these can be the

winning bid and next highest bid, but their affiliation does not imply affiliation of the entire vector

2Of these, only Roosen and Hennessy (2004) predates our work.
3For instance, let s1, s2 are binary 0/1 variables with joint (conditional) probability function p and heterogeneity is represented
by a binary 0/1 variable z taking either value with equal probability. Then, if p(0, 0|0) = p(0, 0|1) = p(1, 1|0) = p(1, 1|1) = 0.1,
p(1, 0|0) = p(0, 1|1) = 0.8, p(1, 0|1) = p(0, 1|0) = 0, affiliation holds conditionally since 0.1× 0.1− 0.8× 0 > 0, but not
unconditionally since p(0, 0) = p(1, 1) = 0.1, p(1, 0) = p(0, 1) = 0.4, and 0.1× 0.1− 0.4× 0.4 < 0.
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of bids, or indeed signals. Likewise, two randomly selected bids per auction can be affiliated absent

affiliation of the entire vector of bids. Under symmetry, since marginal operations preserve affiliation

(Karlin and Rinott, 1980), the affiliation of the entire bid vector implies both the affiliation of two

randomly selected bids and the affiliation of the two highest bids. If all bids are independent then

two randomly selected bids are also independent whereas the two highest bids are affiliated, but

not independent. Because independence is the knife–edge case, we expect a test of affiliation of two

randomly selected bids to have more power than a test using the two highest bids.

Thus far the focus has been on testing the affiliation of bids. It is possible to test affiliation of other

variables, e.g. of bids and the potential number of bidders L. For instance, Hendricks and Porter

(1988) and Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003) provide evidence that the auctions in the Outer

Continental Shelf (OCS) data set fall within the (pure) common values (CV) paradigm in which

bidders’ values are equal to the common value; their signal is informative about the common value

through their affiliation with the common value. With common value auctions, bids and L are not

affiliated. So in the OCS environment, given the external evidence in support of the common value

paradigm, a failure to reject affiliation of bids and L suggests a problem with one of the other MW

assumptions. If L is not observed, one can instead test the affiliation of the actual number of bidders

La and bids; in the MW environment affiliation of bids and L implies affiliation of bids and La but

not vice versa.

There are methods of testing the assumptions of an auction model other than testing for affili-

ation. Indeed, with some further assumptions (e.g. regarding the paradigm) one can test for the

monotonicity of bid functions; see e.g. Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong (2000) and Athey and Haile

(2005). Within the pure common value paradigm the equilibrium first order conditions provide a

further way of testing the theory (see e.g. Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter, 2003). After having tested

(and having failed to reject) affiliation, such further tests may well be helpful.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present our test in section 2. An assumption

needed for our test is explained in section 3. Finally, in sections 6 and 7 we study its performance in

a modest simulation study and demonstrate its use in a small application, respectively.

2. A CONSISTENT NONPARAMETRIC TEST

Consider an i.i.d. sequence of random vectors ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ Rd. Our goal is to test for the affiliation

of any of this sequence, say ξ.
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The definition of affiliation we use is equivalent to that of Milgrom and Weber (1982), lemma 1.

Let a ∨ b denote the element–wise maximum of a, b and a ∧ b the element–wise minimum, and let

B(a, δ) be a cube with volume δ and centroid a.

Definition 1. The elements of a random vector ξ ∈ Rd with joint distribution function F are affiliated if

for any two vectors a, b ∈ Rd and any δ > 0, Q(a, b; δ) = pδ(a)pδ(b)− pδ(a ∨ b)pδ(a ∧ b) ≤ 0, where

pδ(a) = P[ξ ∈ B(a, δ)].

x
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FIGURE 1. Affiliation

The definition is illustrated in figure 1 for d = 3. Boxes A,B,C,D correspond to B(a, δ), B(b, δ),

B(a ∨ b, δ), and B(a ∧ b, δ), respectively. Boxes A and B are arbitrary cubes of the same dimensions.

Boxes C and D have the same dimensions as A and B. The centroid of box C (D) corresponds to the

element–wise maximum (minimum) of the centroids of A and B. Q is the product of the probabilities

that ξ takes a value in A, B, respectively, minus the corresponding product of C, D.
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Under affiliation Q is nonpositive and under independence, Q = 0 for all a, b, δ. An equivalent

definition for continuous F is that f (a ∧ b) f (a ∨ b) ≥ f (a) f (b) for all a, b, where f is the density

function corresponding to F.

Our test statistic is based on the quantity

T(Q) =
∫

m
{

Q(a, b, δ)
}

w(a, b, δ)dadbdδ =
∫

mdW, (1)

where m(Q) = max(Q, 0), w is some continuous nonnegative function such that for any a, b in the

support of F, limδ↓0 w(a, b, δ) = w∗(a, b) > 0. By definition T(Q) is positive whenever Q is positive

on a set of nonzero measure.4

We achieve a pivotal limiting distribution under the null hypothesis by adjusting the ‘kink’ in m

by the introduction of a sample–size–dependent function Tn. Dropping the (a, b, δ)–argument, let

Tn(Q) =
∫

Q>−βn
QdW, (2)

with βn ≺ 1 an input parameter, where ‘≺’ indicates that the quantity on the left converges faster

than the quantity on the right.

We can then estimate the function Q by its sample analog, Q̂, given by

Q̂(a, b, δ) =
1

n(n− 1)

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j 6=i

h∗ij,

with h∗ij = I
(
ξi ∈ B(a, δ)

)
I
(
ξ j ∈ B(b, δ)

)
− I
(
ξi ∈ B(a ∨ b, δ)

)
I
(
ξ j ∈ B(a ∧ b, δ)

)
, where I(A) is

the standard indicator function that takes the value one when A is true and zero otherwise. Our test

statistic then has the form

τ̂n =
√

n
Tn(Q̂)

2v̂
, (3)

with v̂ =
√

v̂2, where v̂2 estimates some positive v2. The idea is that as the sample size increases, Q̂

converges to Q and Tn converges to T, so Tn(Q̂) converges to T(Q), which is zero under affiliation

and positive absent affiliation. Since our (yet to be defined) v̂ is bounded, the
√

n–norming ensures

the consistency of τ̂n.

So for consistency all that is required is that v̂ is positive and bounded, but its choice is motivated

by the test statistic properties under the null. Let hij =
∫

Q=0(h
∗
ij + h∗ji)dW/2 and v2 = V [E[h12|ξ1]] =

4It would be possible to develop a Kolmogorov–Smirnov–style test instead of using our Cramér–von Mises approach. We
have not done so because of the greater computational difficulty with Kolmogorov–Smirnov type tests.
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E[h12h13]− (Eh12)
2. Further, let hnij =

∫
Q̂>−βn

(h∗ij + h∗ji)dW/2, and

v̂2 =
(
n(n− 1)(n− 2)

)−1
n

∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i

∑
t 6=i,j

hnijhnit −
((

n(n− 1)
)−1

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j 6=i

hnij

)2
. (4)

In large samples it is theoretically better to replace the condition Q̂ > −βn in the definition of v̂2

with |Q̂| < βn, because such a change does not affect the limit of v̂2 under the null, but converges to

a smaller value under the alternative, thereby increasing power. However, (unreported) simulation

results suggest that this approach requires a substantially larger choice of βn to ensure an acceptable

size in finite samples, which often offsets the potential power gain from a smaller denominator.

We are now in a position to state our consistency theorem.

Theorem I (Consistency). For any C < ∞, under the alternative hypothesis (T(Q) > 0), limn→∞ P[τ̂n >

C] = 1.

The consistency theorem is simple and essentially requires no assumptions other than i.i.d. data

and the restriction that βn be decreasing to zero. Asymptotic validity is trickier. The main problem is

that if the elements of ξ are strictly affiliated (i.e. Q < 0 on a set of positive measure), then any test will

necessarily be conservative in that the asymptotic rejection probabilities are less than the intended

significance levels. A consequence of this is that if on large parts of the support ξ is strictly affiliated

and affiliation is violated only in a small area, our test is likely to have little power in samples of

moderate size. We make the following assumption.

Assumption A. For ξ ∼ F, either (i) the elements of ξ are independent (set γ = 0), or (ii) for some 0 <

γ < ∞ and some 0 < cγ < 1, the function ψ(t) =
∫
−t<Q<−cγt dW satisfies lim supt↓0

(
tγ/ψ(t)

)
< ∞.

Part (ii) of assumption A is nonprimitive and conditions under which it is satisfied are discussed

in section 3. As we will argue in section 3, condition (ii) is satisfied when ξ contains at least one

continuously distributed element. Typically γ can be taken to equal 1/2.

The conditions on the choice of the βn–sequence that we make in theorem II below are more

restrictive for larger values of γ. This may be counter–intuitive since independence is the knife–edge

case and requires the weakest condition on the choice of βn. However, since one can create examples

of scenarios in which v̂ is poorly behaved under strict affiliation that are difficult to exclude with

regularity conditions, our proofs guarantee that τ̂n is negative with probability approaching one

under strict affiliation.

Let Cα be the 1− α quantile of the standard normal distribution.
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Theorem II (Asymptotic Validity). Under the null hypothesis (T(Q) = 0), if βn is chosen such that

n−1/(2+2γ) ≺ βn ≺ 1 and assumption A holds, then lim supn→∞ P
[
τ̂n > Cα

]
≤ α. The weak inequality

becomes an equality in the case of independence.

Note that in many instances our test is conservative in the sense that it rejects less often than the

significance level would suggest, even asymptotically. This is natural if one considers the case of a

t–test for the mean of an i.i.d. sequence, where the null hypothesis is that the population mean is

either zero or negative. If the population mean in fact is negative, then such a t–test will reject less

than 5% of the time at a 5% level of significance. Indeed, in the limit the probability of rejection is

then zero. Our situation is similar, albeit that now independence is the knife–edge case.

3. ASSUMPTION A

In this section we investigate conditions under which part (ii) of assumption A is satisfied. The

discussion below presumes throughout that the null of affiliation is satisfied, but that the vector ξ

does not entirely consist of mutually independent variates. We first state and then explain a sufficient

condition for assumption A(ii).

Assumption B. There exists a set S ∈ Rd ×Rd of positive measure and numbers 0 < ρ, δ̄, cρ, Cρ < ∞

such that

∀(a, b) ∈ S, 0 < δ < δ̄ : cρδρ ≤ −Q(a, b, δ) ≤ Cρδρ.

Theorem III. If assumption B is satisfied then so is part (ii) of assumption A for γ = 1/ρ.

To illustrate assumption B, first suppose that ξ has a continuous density f at a∗, b∗, a∗ ∨ b∗, a∗ ∧

b∗ and λ(a∗, b∗) = f (a∗ ∨ b∗) f (a∗ ∧ b∗) − f (a∗) f (b∗) > 0. Then for some 0 < δ∗, λ, λ̄ < ∞,

B(a∗, 2dδ∗), . . . , B(a∗ ∧ b∗, 2dδ∗) do not intersect and for all a ∈ B(a∗, δ∗), b ∈ B(b∗, δ∗) we have

λ ≤ λ(a, b) ≤ λ̄. Then by construction,

∀δ ∈ (0, δ∗), (a, b) ∈ S : λδ2 ≤ −Q(a, b, δ) ≤ λ̄δ2, (5)

and assumption B is satisfied with ρ = 2.

So assumption B is necessarily satisfied if the elements of ξi are continuous. In fact, as we discuss

in the next section, by extension assumption B is satisfied when at least one of the elements of ξi is

continuous. Our test can be made to work when all elements of ξi are discrete, but then alternatives

like de Castro and Paarsch (2008) specifically designed for discrete data are preferable. With at least
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one continuous variable, the relevance of assumption B is in its effect of its restrictions on ρ on the

allowable choices of βn.

4. DISCRETE VARIABLES

The results derived in this paper do not make assumptions about the types of distributions the

elements of ξi possess. However, if the vector ξi contains discrete as well as continuous variables,

variable size boxes (δ) are not needed in the discrete dimensions. In this case one can put marginal

point masses at each of the support points of the discrete variables and take δ to be the volume

of a dc–dimensional box, where dc is the number of continuous variables. For instance, if one

wishes to test the affiliation of a continuous and a discrete variable, one can use boxes of the form

B
(
(a1, a2), δ

)
= {(ã1, ã2) : |ã1 − a1| ≤ δ, ã2 = a2}, where a2 is a probability mass point of the

discrete variable. A result similar to (5) then obtains for the redefined δ.

5. CHOICE OF βn

Above we have derived conditions on the convergence rate of βn under which asymptotically

correct size is guaranteed. These rate conditions do not, however, provide guidance on how to

choose βn in practice. This is a common, though not particularly desirable, characteristic of most

nonparametric tests.

Since the unrestricted integral5 of Q̂ under independence is a standard U statistic to which a

central limit theorem can be applied, βn = ∞ provides optimal size. Since maximizing the power

requires that large negative values of Q̂ be truncated, βn = 0 provides optimal power but the test

statistic will then no longer have a limiting normal distribution. This trade–off makes the choice

of βn complicated. The purpose of this section is to provide a heuristic method for choosing the

smallest value of βn for which the size distortion is acceptable.

Because independence is the knife–edge case, our argument is motivated using the case of

independence.6 In lemma A4 we show that
√

n(Q̂−Q) converges weakly to a Gaussian process G

with covariance kernel K (a, b, δ, a∗, b∗, δ∗) = 4 Cov[h12(a, b, δ), h13(a∗, b∗, δ∗)]. A measure of what

fraction of the distribution for given value of βn is truncated is

C =

∫
|G|I(G < −

√
nβn)dW∫

|G|dW
. (6)

5I.e. without requiring that Q̂ > −βn.
6Although the conditions on βn in the case of strict affiliation are stronger than those in the case of independence, in the bulk
of cases of empirical interest rejection frequencies will be lower in the case of strict affiliation than in the case of independence
for any value of βn. Since our procedure is heuristic in any event, we thus focus our attention on the case of independence.
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The motivation for (6) is that under independence, Q̂ = Q̂− Q, and in large samples
√

n(Q̂− Q)

behaves like G. Hence Q̂ < −βn corresponds to approximately G < −
√

nβn; this is conservative

under strict affiliation since then Q < 0 in some areas.

The larger is C, the higher is the fraction of G that is truncated, which leads to greater power

for a given value of βn. Our idea is to choose βn such that C takes the largest tolerable value in

terms of its effect on the size. There are two issues: C is random, and the impact of C on the actual

size is unclear. However, assuming that our test statistic is indeed standard normal but that it is

contaminated by a factor of 1−C provides heuristic solutions to these issues. Specifically, treating

1−C as a draw of the distribution of factors by which the value of a standard normal variable is

affected, a simple linearization argument (appendix D) suggests that the true rejection probability

after the contamination is approximately equal to

Φ(−Cα)− φ′(Cα)EC. (7)

For α = 0.05, (7) is equivalent to about 0.05 + 0.1EC. So if EC = 0.1 and our test statistic is indeed

standard normal, then the rejection frequency would be about 0.06 instead of 0.05. Our suggestion,

then, is to choose βn such that EC is in the order of 0.1.

Now, since EC is unobserved, it must be estimated. A simple procedure for doing so is in appendix

E.

6. EXPERIMENTS

To investigate the performance of our test statistic we have conducted a number of simulation

experiments. In our experiments we generate artificial data {ξi}n
i=1 using several models described

further below. In all experiments we used 1,000 replications, the same W–function and the same

procedure for choosing βn.

In the simulations we integrate over δ̄ = δ1/d instead of δ. This does not affect the limit results

but does change the constraints on βn. Indeed, a change of variable type argument shows that

the constraint when integrating over δ̄ instead of δ becomes n−1/(2+1/d) ≺ βn ≺ 1. For d = 2 the

restriction becomes n−2/5 ≺ βn ≺ 1.

We chose W as the distribution that arises when one draws random numbers a1, a2, b1, b2 from

a U(0, 1] distribution and δ̄ from a U(0, min{|a1 − b1|, |a2 − b2|}) distribution. The choice of δ̄ is

inspired by a desire to increase power by having nonoverlapping boxes (see figure 1).
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Although the choice of W can affect the small sample performance of the statistic, it is of second

order importance relative to the choice of βn, much like the choice of a kernel versus that of a

bandwidth in nonparametric kernel regression estimation. We hence focus on the choice of βn here.

For our experiments we used βn = cn−1/3 with various values of c.

Our first set of experiments is designed to investigate the behavior of the statistic under the null

hypothesis. We consider the following model for such size experiments.

Model 1 Let ui1, ui2, ui3 be independent draws from U(0, 1). For λ ∈ [0, 1],ξi1 = λui1 + (1− λ)ui3,

ξi2 = λui2 + (1− λ)ui3.

Model 1 with λ = 1 represents the knife–edge case of the least favorable null, i.e. independence.

When λ < 1, ξi1 and ξi2 are strictly affiliated. Since the rejection rates are expected to be close to zero

if λ is small, we only studied λ ∈ {0.8, 0.9, 1.0} for our experiments. The results are summarized in

table 1.

λ = 1 λ = 0.9 λ = 0.8
n = 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000 300 500 1,000

c = 0.01 0.075 0.075 0.064 0.070 0.062 0.051 0.024 0.014 0.012
c = 0.02 0.055 0.058 0.045 0.047 0.047 0.046 0.013 0.012 0.008
c = 0.03 0.050 0.054 0.054 0.041 0.045 0.044 0.012 0.012 0.005
c = 0.05 0.048 0.052 0.043 0.039 0.040 0.043 0.011 0.012 0.005
c = 0.10 0.048 0.052 0.042 0.037 0.040 0.043 0.011 0.012 0.005
c = 0.20 0.048 0.052 0.042 0.037 0.040 0.043 0.011 0.012 0.005
c = 0.50 0.048 0.052 0.042 0.037 0.040 0.043 0.011 0.012 0.005

TABLE 1. Rejection rates under the null of affiliation using βn = cn−1/3

n = 1, 000 λ = 1 λ = 0.9 λ = 0.8
c = 0.01 0.316 0.323 0.326
c = 0.02 0.208 0.215 0.217
c = 0.03 0.140 0.142 0.148
c = 0.05 0.065 0.062 0.069
c = 0.10 0.009 0.009 0.010
c = 0.20 0.000 0.000 0.000
c = 0.50 0.000 0.000 0.000

TABLE 2. The values of E[C]

To illustrate the heuristic method for choosing βn based on C we proposed in section 5, we

estimated EC for n = 1, 000; the results are in table 2. Recall that we want EC to be around 0.1.
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The rejection rates under independence are all close to the nominal 5% level; in fact, they are

all within the range that the heuristic method using EC predicts. Under strict affiliation our test is

conservative as it is a one–sided test of independence; indeed, the test rejects in considerably less

than 5% of replications in our experiments. Note also that the rejection rates are larger for smaller

choices of βn, which is expected in view of the size–power trade–off discussion in section 5.

To investigate the power of the test we consider the following models.

Model 2 Let ui1 and ui2 be independent draws from U(0, 1). Then,ξi1 = (ui1 + ui2)/2,

ξi2 = (ui1 − ui2 + 1)/2.

Model 3 Let ui1, ui2 be mean zero unit variance joint normal random variates with correlation ρ.

Then ξi1, ξi2 are given by

Φ(ui1)/2, Φ(ui2)/2, w.p. 0.09,

3Φ(−ui1)/10, 7Φ(ui2)/10 + 3/10, w.p. 0.21,

7Φ(−ui1)/10 + 3/7, 3Φ(ui2)/10 w.p. 0.21,

7Φ(−ui1)/10 + 3/7, 7Φ(ui2)/10 + 3/7 w.p. 0.49,

where Φ is the standard normal distribution function.

Model 2 is a simple example where ξi1 and ξi2 are uncorrelated, but not affiliated. Model 3 is

designed in such a way that ξi1 and ξi2 are positively correlated, but not affiliated. Specifically, ρ

equal to −0.6,−0.8 corresponds to Corr(ξi1, ξi2) equal to 0.109 and 0.213, respectively.7 Tables 3–4

summarize our results.

n = 300 n = 500 n = 1, 000 EC

(n = 1, 000)
c = 0.01 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.300
c = 0.02 0.922 0.997 1.000 0.185
c = 0.03 0.554 0.917 1.000 0.118
c = 0.05 0.237 0.424 0.912 0.046
c = 0.10 0.124 0.184 0.370 0.005
c = 0.20 0.106 0.130 0.186 0.000
c = 0.50 0.093 0.120 0.162 0.000

TABLE 3. Rejection rates under Model 2 using βn = cn−1/3

7These are the sample correlation coefficients based on 10, 000 random draws.
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ρ = −0.6 ρ = −0.8
Corr(ξi1, ξi2) = 0.109 Corr(ξi1, ξi2) = 0.213

n = 300 n = 500 n = 1, 000 EC n = 300 n = 500 n = 1, 000 EC

c = 0.01 0.911 1.000 1.000 0.323 0.998 1.000 1.000 0.335
c = 0.02 0.494 0.859 1.000 0.212 0.869 0.995 1.000 0.223
c = 0.03 0.172 0.453 0.953 0.139 0.447 0.888 1.000 0.151
c = 0.05 0.007 0.043 0.311 0.063 0.019 0.155 0.808 0.071
c = 0.10 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.014
c = 0.20 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
c = 0.50 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Note: Corr(ξi1, ξi2) is computed by using 10, 000 random draws.

TABLE 4. Rejection rates under Model 3 using βn = cn−1/3

Table 3 illustrates that the power of our test may be hurt substantially when the chosen βn is too

large. We note here that the test shows reasonable power when the rule–of–thumb EC ≈ 0.1 is used

for choosing βn.

Recall that strict affiliation implies positive correlation but that the converse is not true. Table

4 shows that our test indeed has nontrivial power even in the presence of positive correlation.

One would normally expect that a violation of affiliation becomes more difficult to detect as the

correlation increases. This intuition is however not always correct as table 4 shows. In fact, model 3 is

designed in such a way that finding a, b and δ for which Q(a, b, δ) > 0 becomes easier as ρ becomes

more negative (and hence the correlation between ξi1 and ξi2 becomes larger positive).

Although the experiments reported in this section are not exhaustive, they are supportive of our

theoretical results. We also conducted experiments with d = 3, but we did not tabulate the results

here since they carry largely the same message.

7. APPLICATION

We implemented our test in one data set, namely the OCS data set. Jun, Pinkse, and Wan (2008)

contains two further applications to the California Department of Transport and Russian Federal

Subsoil Resources Management Agency data sets. In the OCS data set, the object auctioned is the

right to drill for oil (and gas). The data are available from the Center for Auctions, Procurements

and Competition Policy website.

The OCS data have been used in a number of other papers, including Hendricks and Porter (1988)

and Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003). The tracts were auctioned off using a first price sealed

bid mechanism. Data are available on all bids, the identity of the bidders and any ex post revenue

the tracts generated for the winner plus some tract–specific data such as its size and location. We

http://econ.la.psu.edu/CAPCP/
http://econ.la.psu.edu/CAPCP/
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βn × 103 EC τn p–values

Whole Sample (n = 841) 0.424 0.052 −3.286 0.995
0.318 0.102 −2.731 0.997
0.212 0.200 −1.571 0.942

Higher Revenue (n = 421) 0.667 0.050 −4.298 1.000
0.534 0.083 −3.774 1.000
0.267 0.182 −2.009 0.978

Lower Revenue (n = 420) 0.668 0.051 −1.889 0.971
0.534 0.086 −1.440 0.926
0.267 0.186 −0.240 0.595

Big 12 Only (n = 298) 1.048 0.044 −1.912 0.972
0.749 0.105 −1.263 0.897
0.449 0.214 −0.172 0.568

Big 21 Only (n = 551) 0.610 0.050 −2.154 0.984
0.488 0.102 −1.734 0.959
0.244 0.210 −0.605 0.727

Note 1. The number of tracks with two or more actual bids is 841.
Note 2. Higher Revenue is the upper 50% revenue group.

TABLE 5. Testing pairwise affiliation.

used only data for wildcat tracts in the 1954–1970 period. The number of tracts used is 1,168. Twelve

large firms, who collectively won the lion’s share of auctions, and a large number of fringe firms

participated in these auctions; joint bids were allowed. More details can be found in Hendricks,

Pinkse, and Porter (2003).

We first used our test to test for affiliation between two randomly chosen (log) bids per auction,

both on the raw data and conditional on ex post revenue. We then tested for affiliation between a

randomly chosen bid and the number of bidders, again with and without conditioning on other

variables. We conducted all our experiments both including and excluding the fringe bidders. The

test statistics are summarized in tables 5 and 6. The reported statistics are based on choosing βn as

per our heuristic method. We also tried βn = 0.02n−1/3, but doing so did not change most of the

results qualitatively.

For the test of affiliation of bids (table 5), conditioning affects the values of the test statistics, but

the conclusions are identical across the board. In fact, the results are unambiguous; none of the test

statistic values are even positive. For the test of affiliation of bids and potential number of bidders,

affiliation can only be rejected when conditioning on zero revenue (table 6).
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βn × 103 EC τn p–values

Whole Sample (n = 1168) 0.161 0.051 −2.512 0.994
0.114 0.108 −1.454 0.927
0.076 0.192 −0.089 0.536

Group 1 (n = 171) 0.721 0.033 −1.566 0.941
0.540 0.072 −1.351 0.912
0.360 0.210 0.703 0.241

Group 2 (n = 171) 0.540 0.058 −1.126 0.870
0.360 0.130 −0.164 0.565
0.270 0.195 0.927 0.177

Group 3 (n = 171) 0.721 0.036 −2.496 0.994
0.540 0.108 −1.384 0.917
0.360 0.189 −0.480 0.684

Group 4 (n = 171) 0.721 0.054 0.084 0.467
0.540 0.100 0.365 0.358
0.360 0.181 1.537 0.062

Group 5 (n = 172) 0.899 0.058 −0.434 0.668
0.629 0.112 −0.153 0.561
0.360 0.223 0.943 0.173

Zero Revenue (n = 312) 0.590 0.047 1.481 0.069
0.369 0.098 2.208 0.014
0.221 0.199 3.012 0.001

Note 1. Group j is the subgroup whose revenue belongs to (100−
20 · j, 100− 20 · (j− 1)]% of those with non–zero revenue.

TABLE 6. Testing affiliation of bids and the number of potential bidders

The fact that bids are affiliated provides support of the MW framework. But the fact that bids

are found to be affiliated with the number of bidders, both actual and potential,8 is troubling since

Hendricks and Porter (1988) and Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003) have found empirical evidence

which is consistent with the common value paradigm.9 Taking the evidence in Hendricks and Porter

(1988) and Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003) as given, assuming that the measure L constructed

in Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003) is an accurate measure of the number of potential bidders,

and discounting the possibility that the proposed test has no power in view of the results of section 6,

then the failure to reject must be due to the presence of heterogeneity that is unaccounted for or a

failure of one of the MW assumptions.

8See Hendricks, Pinkse, and Porter (2003) for how the number of potential bidders is generated.
9Li (2005) nevertheless use an affiliated private values (APV) model for the OCS data, but even with APV bids and number of
bidders should not be affiliated; see Pinkse and Tan (2005).
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APPENDIX A. CONSISTENCY

We first introduce some notation, which will be used in the proofs of the following lemmas. The

following definition can also be found in Nolan and Pollard (1987, 1988).

Definition 2 (Nolan and Pollard (1987, 1988)). (i) Let Np(ε, R, F , E ) be the (Lp(R)) ε–covering number

of a class of functions F with an envelope function E ; i.e. Np(ε, R, F , E ) is the smallest cardinality for a

subclass F ∗ of F such that minF ∗ ER[|φ− φ∗|p] ≤ εpER[E
p] for each φ ∈ F , where ER[·] denotes the

integral with respect to the probability measure R.

(ii) Let J(δ, R, F , E ) be the L2(R)–covering integral
∫ δ

0 log N2(ε, R, F , E )dε.

(iii) The class F of functions is called Euclidean for the envelope E if there exist constants A and V such

that N1(ε, R, F , E ) ≤ Aε−V for 0 < ε < 1 whenever ER[E ] < ∞. The constants A and V are called the

Euclidean constants for E .

Remark 1. If F is Euclidean, then for each p > 1 Np(ε, R, F , E ) ≤ A22pV ε−pV for 0 < ε < 1

whenever ER[E
p] < ∞. See page 789 of Nolan and Pollard (1987).

Remark 2. The Euclidean constants A and V depend on R and E but only through the integral

ER[E ]. Therefore, if the Euclidean class F has a constant envelope function, then the upper bound

of the (Lp(R)) ε–covering number is in fact uniform in the probability measure R.

Remark 3. A Vapnik–Çervonenkis (VÇ) subgraph class of functions is an example of a Euclidean

class; see e.g. lemma 19 of Nolan and Pollard (1987). A collection of functions {I(C) : C ∈ C } is a

VÇ subgraph class if and only if C is a VÇ class of sets. Also, if C1 and C2 are VÇ classes of sets, then

so is the collection of all sets C1 ∩ C2, C1 ∪ C2, and Cc
i with Ci ∈ Ci for i = 1, 2.

Lemma A1. H ∗ = {h∗(ξ, ξ̃) = I
(
ξ ∈ B(a, δ)

)
I
(
ξ̃ ∈ B(b, δ)

)
− I
(
ξ ∈ B(a ∨ b, δ)

)
I
(
ξ̃ ∈ B(a ∧

b, δ)
)

: (a, b, δ) ∈ Rd × Rd × R+} forms a Euclidean class of functions with the envelope function

H(ξ, ξ̃) = 2.
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Proof. Note first that

F = {φ(ξ, ξ̃) = I
(
ξ ∈ B(a, δ)

)
I
(
ξ̃ ∈ B(b, δ)

)
: (a, b, δ) ∈ Rd ×Rd ×R+}

forms a Euclidean class of functions with an envelope function E (ξ, ξ̃) = 1, because {B(a, δ)×

B(b, δ)} is a collections of cells in R2d, which is a VÇ class of sets. To see this, recall that a collection

of half–spaces forms a VÇ class of sets and note that a collection of cells can be formed by taking a

finite number of intersections of half–spaces. Similarly,

F ∗ = {φ∗(ξ, ξ̃) = −I
(
ξ ∈ B(a ∨ b, δ)

)
I
(
ξ̃ ∈ B(a ∧ b, δ)

)
: (a, b, δ) ∈ Rd ×Rd ×R+}

forms a Euclidean class of functions with an envelope function E ∗(ξ, ξ̃) = 1. Since H ∗ ⊂ F +F ∗,

the lemma follows from corollary 17 of Nolan and Pollard (1987). �

Lemma A2. H = {h(ξ, ξ̃) =
(
h∗(ξ, ξ̃) + h∗(ξ̃, ξ)

)
/2 : h∗(·, ·) ∈ H ∗} forms a Euclidean class of

symmetric functions with the envelope function H(ξ, ξ̃) = 2.

Proof. It follows from lemma A1 and corollary 17 of Nolan and Pollard (1987). �

Lemma A3. For each ξ, let PH be the class of functions Ph(ξ, ·) with h(·, ·) ∈ H . Then, PH forms a

Euclidean class of functions with the envelope function PH = 2.

Proof. It follows from corollary 21 of Nolan and Pollard (1987), because H is a uniformly bounded

Euclidean class of functions. �

The following lemma uses the fact that
√

n(Q̂−Q) is a U–process with respect to a function class

H . We will follow Nolan and Pollard (1987, 1988) (see also de la Peña and Giné (1999)).

Lemma A4. (i) sup |Q̂−Q| ≺ 1 and (ii)
√

n(Q̂−Q)
w→ G for some Gaussian process G whose covariance

kernel is K (a, b, δ, a∗, b∗, δ∗) = 4 Cov[h12(a, b, δ), h13(a∗, b∗, δ∗)].

Proof. Let us consider (i) first. Since H is a Euclidean class with an envelope H = 2, there exist

some constants K1 and V1 such that N1
(
ε, R, H , H

)
≤ K1ε−V1 for 0 < ε ≤ 1. Since N1

(
ε, R, H , H

)
is non–increasing in ε, we in fact have

N1
(
ε, R, H , H

)
≤ K1

(
ε−V1 + 1

)
, for any ε > 0, (8)
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for any probability measure R. Since ER[H] = 2 for any probability measure R, inequality (8) is in

fact uniform in R:

sup
R

N1
(
ε, R, H , H

)
≤ K1

(
ε−V1 + 1

)
, for any ε > 0. (9)

Therefore, the three conditions of theorem 7 of Nolan and Pollard (1987) are all satisfied, and the

result (i) follows from there.

For part (ii), we use theorem 5 of Nolan and Pollard (1988). Note first that there exist some

constants K2, K∗2 , V2, and V∗2 such that when 0 < ε ≤ 1,

sup
R

N2
(
ε, R, H , H

)
≤ K2ε−2V2 and sup

R
N2
(
ε, R, PH , PH

)
≤ K∗2 ε−2V∗2

from the fact that both H and PH form Euclidean classes that have constant envelope functions. It

then follows that

sup
R

J(1, R, H , H) ≤
∫ 1

0
log K2ε−2V2 dε < ∞ (10)

sup
R

J(1, R, H , H)2 ≤
∫ 1

0

(
log K2ε−2V2

)2
dε < ∞ (11)

sup
R

J(1, R, PH , PH)2 ≤
∫ 1

0

(
log K∗2 ε−2V∗2

)2
dε < ∞. (12)

Therefore, the first condition of theorem 5 of Nolan and Pollard (1988) is satisfied. Lastly, note that

as δ ↓ 0,

sup
R

J(δ, R, PH , PH) ≤
∫ δ

0
log K∗2 ε−2V∗2 dε = δ log K∗2 − 2V∗2 δ log δ→ 0, (13)

which implies that the second condition of theorem 5 of Nolan and Pollard (1988) is also satisfied.

Therefore, the result (ii) of the lemma follows, where the covariance kernel is

4 Cov
[
E[h12(a, b, δ)|ξ1], E[h12(a∗, b∗, δ∗)|ξ1]

]
= 4 Cov

[
h12(a, b, δ), h13(a∗, b∗, δ∗)

]
.

�

Lemma A5. Tn(Q̂)− T(Q) ≺ 1.

Proof.

Tn(Q̂)− T(Q) =
∫

Q̂>−βn
Q̂dW −

∫
Q>0

QdW =
∫

Q̂>−βn
(Q̂−Q)dW +

∫
Q̂>−βn ,Q≤−2βn

QdW

+
∫

Q̂>−βn ,0>Q>−2βn
QdW −

∫
Q̂<−βn ,Q≥0

QdW. (14)
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RHS1, RHS2 and RHS4 in (14) vanish by lemma A4. Finally, RHS3 is bounded above by zero and

below by −2βn ≺ 1. �

Proof of Theorem I. Since hij is uniformly bounded, so is v̂. Let Cv be an upper bound to v̂, let E be

the event that |Tn(Q̂)− T(Q)| ≤ T(Q)/2, E c its complement, and write

P[τ̂n ≤ C] ≤ P
[
τ̂n ≤ C, E

]
+ P

[
E c]. (15)

Since T(Q) > 0, RHS2 in (15) vanishes by lemma A5. RHS1 in (15) is

P

[
√

n
Tn(Q̂)

v̂
≤ C, E

]
= P

[
√

n
Tn(Q̂)− T(Q)

v̂
+
√

n
T(Q)

v̂
≤ C, E

]
≤ P

[√
n

T(Q)

2Cv
≤ C

]
≺ 1.

�

APPENDIX B. VALIDITY

Let Rn = {(a, b, δ) : 0 > Q(a, b, δ) > −βn/2}. Let Zn =
∫

Q=0(Q̂− Q)dW, Nn =
∫

Rn
(Q̂− Q)dW,

Kn =
∫

Rn
QdW and In =

∫
Q≤−βn/2,−βn<Q̂≤0 Q̂dW.

Lemma B1. lim supn→∞ P[Tn(Q̂) 6= Zn + Nn + Kn + In] = 0.

Proof. Note that

Tn(Q̂) =
∫

Q>−βn/2,Q̂>−βn
Q̂dW +

∫
Q≤−βn/2,Q̂>−βn

Q̂dW

=
∫

Q>−βn/2
Q̂dW −

∫
Q>−βn/2,Q̂≤−βn

Q̂dW + In +
∫

Q≤−βn/2,Q̂>0
Q̂dW

= Zn + Nn + Kn + In −
∫

Q>−βn/2,Q̂≤−βn
Q̂dW +

∫
Q≤−βn/2,Q̂>0

Q̂dW. (16)

The last two terms are zero with probability approaching one by lemma A4. �

B.1. Under condition (i) of assumption A.

Lemma B2.
√

nTn(Q̂)
d→ N(0, 4v2).

Proof. Since Nn = Kn = In = 0, it suffices to show that
√

nZn
d→ N(0, 4v2). Now,

√
nZn =

n−3/2 ∑n
i=1 ∑j 6=i hij, which is a standard nondegenerate U–statistic. Apply standard U–statistic theory

(e.g. theorem A in section 5.5 of Serfling (1980)). �

Lemma B3. lim supn→∞ P
[
maxi 6=j |hnij − hij| > 0

]
= 0.
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Proof. Noting that hnij − hij =
∫

Q̂≤−βn ,Q=0(h
∗
ij + h∗ji)dW/2, it follows that

P
[
max

i 6=j
|hnij − hij| > 0

]
≤ n2P

[
|hn12 − h12| > 0

]
≤ n2P

[
sup |Q̂−Q| > βn

]
≺ 1,

by lemma A4. �

Lemma B4. v̂2 − v2 ≺ 1.

Proof. Let ṽ2 =
(
n(n− 1)(n− 2)

)−1
∑n

i=1 ∑j 6=i ∑t 6=i,j hijhit. Then v̂2 − ṽ2 ≺ 1 by lemma B3. Since ṽ2

is an asymmetric U–statistic, one can apply theorem A in section 5.5 of Serfling (1980). �

Lemma B5. τ̂n
d→ N(0, 1).

Proof. Combine lemmas B2 and B4 and apply Cramér’s theorem (?, p.355) to obtain the stated

result. �

B.2. Under condition (ii) of assumption A.

Lemma B6. |Kn| � β
1+γ
n .

Proof. By assumption A(ii),

|Kn| = −
∫

0>Q>−βn/2
QdW ≥ −

∫
−βn/2<Q<−cγ βn/2

QdW ≥ cγβnψ(βn/2)/2 � β
1+γ
n . �

Lemma B7. lim supn→∞ P[Tn(Q̂) > 0] = 0.

Proof. By lemma A4, Zn + Nn � n−1/2 and by lemma B6, Kn � β
1+γ
n � n−1/2, where Kn is negative.

Since In is also negative, the stated result follows from lemma B1. �

Proof of Theorem II. In case of condition (i) of assumption A, apply lemma B5, otherwise apply lemma

B7. �

APPENDIX C. ASSUMPTION A

Proof of Theorem III. Note that for cγ = cρ/(2ρCρ) and any (a, b) ∈ S, if tρ = (t/Cρ)1/ρ, then for

sufficiently small t > 0,

tρ

2
< δ < tρ ⇒

t
2ρCρ

< δρ <
t

Cρ
⇒

cγt
cρ

< δρ <
t

Cρ
⇒ Cρδρ < t, cρδρ > cγt⇒ cγt < −Q < t.

So ψ(t) =
∫

cγt<−Q<t dW ≥
∫
(a,b)∈S; tρ/2<δ<tρ

dW � t1/ρ = tγ.
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APPENDIX D. LINEARIZATION

Let T ∼ N(0, 1) and Y be arbitrarily distributed on [0, 1] and be independent of T . Then

P[T > CαY ] =
∫

P[T > Cαy]dFY (y) =
∫

Φ(−Cαy)dFY (y)

≈ Φ(−Cα)− Cαφ(−Cα)
∫
(y− 1)dFY (y) = Φ(−Cα) + φ′(Cα)

(
EY − 1

)
.

Take C = 1−Y to obtain (7).

APPENDIX E. COMPUTATION OF ÊC

From Jun, Pinkse, and Wan (2009) it follows that for any process Ĝ with covariance kernel ˆK

converging to K , then Ĝ converges to G. Use

ˆK (a, b, δ, a∗, b∗, δ∗) =
4

n(n− 1)2

(
∑

i
Σ∗ni(a, b, δ)Σ∗ni(a∗, b∗, δ∗)− 1

n ∑
i

Σ∗ni(a, b, δ)∑
i

Σ∗ni(a∗, b∗, δ∗)
)

,

where Σ∗ni(a, b, δ) = ∑j 6=i hij(a, b, δ).

Now,

(1) Draw random vectors t1, . . . , tS from W.

(2) Compute the matrix M̂ ∈ RS×S with s1, s2 element ˆK (ts1 , ts2).

(3) Let D̂ be such that M̂ = D̂D̂ ′ (Cholesky decomposition).

(4) For each replication r = 1, . . . , R, take steps 5–7 below.

(5) Draw an i.i.d. standard normal vector ζr ∈ RS .

(6) Compute ζ̂∗r = D̂ζr.

(7) Compute Ĉr = ∑S
s=1 |ζrs|I(ζrs < −

√
nβn)/ ∑S

s=1 |ζrs|.

(8) Then ÊC = R−1 ∑R
r=1 Ĉr.
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